Maternal origin of a de novo microdeletion spanning the ERCC6 gene in a classic form of the Cockayne syndrome.
The Cockayne syndrome is a rare autosomal recessive disease characterized by a general developmental delay, the unique face, and abnormal skin sensitivity to sunlight. It belongs to the family of disorders of the nucleotide excision repair system. Mutations of the ERCC6 and ERCC8 genes are the predominant cause of the Cockayne syndrome, whereby the ERCC6 gene mutation makes up approximately 70% of the cases. We report a Chinese case of a classic Cockayne syndrome, carrying the novel nonsense mutation c.1387C>T/Q463X in the ERCC6 gene in an apparently homozygous status. This mutation was found in a heterozygous status in this patient's father, while the mother carried two wild-type ERCC6 alleles. A further molecular investigation of the family revealed that there was a de novo microdeletion including the ERCC6 gene of maternal origin in the proband. The determination of the deletion breakpoints by Illumina genome-wide DNA analysis beadchip showed that the deletion spanned 2.82 Mb in size. This case adds to the mutation spectrum of this DNA repair disorder.